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• Background

• Nonlinear diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) in relativistic 

shocks

• A nonlinear afterglow
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Background

Afterglow is long-lived (hours, days, months) multiwavelength

relic of GRB
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Background

Observations of GRB afterglows cover orders of magnitude in 

time and energy

Perley et al. (2014)

(2014ApJ...781...37P)



Many different models to explain broadband spectra and light 

curves

Background



Many different models to explain broadband spectra and light 

curves

However, current afterglow studies assume extremely simple 

model for CR electrons accelerated by shock

Early time Late time

(mostly) Fine if shocks are unaffected by (1) CRs, and (2) B-field
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Sironi et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...771...54S)

Per PIC simulations, magnetic field may not be negligible, and 

accelerated particles not a simple power law
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Background

Strong B-field turbulence in vicinity of shock can scatter 

particles back into upstream region (� diffusive shock

acceleration, or DSA)

Pressure from UpS particles affects

inflow of plasma, which affects shock,

which affects acceleration, which

affects pressure from UpS particles…
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Interaction between shock, B-field

turbulence, and accelerated

particles important!

Leads to more complicated CR

spectrum than simply E-p

PIC simulations impractical if

extended to necessary scales to

model GRB afterglows

Monte Carlo code used here

balances self-consistency &

computation time

Background
Sironi et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...771...54S)



Nonlinear DSA in relativistic shocks

Interaction between shock, B-field

turbulence, and accelerated

particles important!

Efficient DSA by unmodified shocks

does not conserve energy or

momentum flux

Ellison et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...776...46E)

Ellison et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...776...46E)



Nonlinear DSA in relativistic shocks

Interaction between shock, B-field

turbulence, and accelerated

particles important!

Efficient DSA by unmodified shocks

does not conserve energy or

momentum flux

Even in relativistic shocks, must

have precursor & modified

velocity profile

Ellison et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...776...46E)



Nonlinear DSA in relativistic shocks

As shock slows, CR spectrum

changes too

Single-index approach to CR

energy distribution may not

hold at any given instant

Very unlikely to hold across

extended observations of

GRB afterglows

But what about electrons?

Ellison et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...776...46E)



Electron DSA in relativistic shocks

Electron acceleration much less

efficient than proton acceleration

Without energy transfer from ions,

GRB afterglow would be extremely

faint

PIC simulations (Sironi+ 2013,

Ardaneh+ 2015) show that this

transfer does occur

As much as 40% of bulk kinetic

energy deposited into electrons

Sironi et al. (2013) (2013ApJ...771...54S)



Electron DSA in relativistic shocksElectron DSA in relativistic shocks

For protons, not much difference

between unmodified DSA and

nonlinear DSA

For electrons, difference is stark

• Number of high-E electrons

depends strongly on energy

transfer

• No clear power law in

NL electron spectrum

Warren et al. (2015) (2015MNRAS.452..431W)

10% energy

transferred



Ryan et al. (2015) (2015ApJ...799....3R)

Curran et al. (2010) (2010ApJ...716L.135C)

Electron DSA in relativistic shocks
Warren et al. (2015) (2015MNRAS.452..431W)



Modeling a GRB afterglow

Use Blandford—McKee solution for

hydrodynamical base

At select times, model DSA using

Monte Carlo code

Calculate photon spectra

Three models discussed here:

• CR-only shocks

• Test particle shocks

• Nonlinear (flux-conserving) shocks

Key parameters: Eiso = 1053 erg, εB ≈ 10-3, εe ≈ 0.3, 40% energy 

transfer from protons to electrons



Modeling a GRB afterglow

CR-only & test-particle (TP)

shocks use unmodified velocity

profiles

Problem: they don’t conserve

momentum or energy flux



Modeling a GRB afterglow

CR-only & test-particle (TP)

shocks use unmodified velocity

profiles

Problem: they don’t conserve

momentum or energy flux

Solution: change number of CRs

until they do



Modeling a GRB afterglow

Nonlinear (NL) shocks have a

(short) precursor due to CRs

upstream of shock

Enough to conserve fluxes

(almost) everywhere



Modeling a GRB afterglow

Nonlinear (NL) shocks have a

(short) precursor due to CRs

upstream of shock

Enough to conserve fluxes

(almost) everywhere

Particle spectra more complex

than CR-only or TP



Modeling a GRB afterglow

3 photon processes:

• Synchrotron

• p-p collision

• Inverse Compton (SSC,

IC-CMB & IC-ISRF)

Resultant spectra reflect electron

spectra

Note how important thermal

population is to SSC emission—

factor of 30 difference!



Modeling a GRB afterglow

X-ray light curves in broad

agreement with observations

Optical light curves of TP & NL

models show steep break from

passage of thermal peak—

much steeper (t-2.6) than

predicted by traditional

model (t-1.2)

Surprising amount of overlap

in TP and NL models, given how

different particle spectra looked



Modeling a GRB afterglow

Reason for overlap is clear when

particle spectra are compared

In reducing TP spectra to conserve

fluxes, normalization of CR tail

winds up almost identical to that

of NL shocks

Further investigation planned to

explore whether this is coincidence

or physically significant



Modeling a GRB afterglow

Can’t use light curves to

differentiate between TP and

NL models, unfortunately



Modeling a GRB afterglow

Can’t use light curves to

differentiate between TP and

NL models, unfortunately

Can use change in spectral

index β (Fν ∝ ν-β)

Thermal peak makes β non-

monotonic—height/width of

peak related to efficiency of

acceleration 



Modeling a GRB afterglow

X-ray & optical show similar

hard-soft-hard shape, but at

different times; need to model

earlier (i.e. faster) shocks to

capture X-ray peak

Late-time β not the same for

optical & X-ray, despite both

coming from CR population



Modeling a GRB afterglow

X-rays always from highest-energy

CRs

Optical from more than one zone,

including material shocked long ago



Modeling a GRB afterglow

X-rays always from highest-energy

CRs

Optical from more than one zone,

including material shocked long ago

Later, optical photons come from

steep parts of CR spectrum

Different origins can explain

“uncoupled” X-ray/optical afterglows

(Note importance of SSC at high energies compared

to other processes)



Summary

If CR acceleration by relativistic shocks efficient, must consider 

nonlinear interaction between shock & CRs

Shape of electron, photon spectra strongly affected by thermal 

particles and by presence of precursor: no longer simple power 

laws

Expect hard-soft-hard spectral transitions in X-ray & optical

X-ray & optical light curves have different sources, so show 

different behavior

Bold (premature?) prediction: model proposed here has more 

explanatory power than standard one-zone synchrotron model


